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PRELIMINARY ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE SECOND NASHVILLE MEETING OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE AND ASSOCIATED SOCIETIES

THE ANNOUNCEMENT AND THE GENERAL PROGRAM

This special issue of SCIENCE is sent to all members of the American Association, whether they regularly receive this journal or The Scientific Monthly. It contains general and specific informa-

Those planning to attend the second Nashville meeting should arrange for lodging accommodations at once. The meeting is to open on Monday evening, December 26. A list of hotel and dormitory accommodations that will be available for this meeting, including information as to prices and showing the lodging headquarters for many of the sciences, appears in this issue of SCIENCE. See also the section on Organizations and that on Sessions of the Sections, in this issue.

All who are to present papers at Nashville, whether association members or not, should send their manuscripts to the permanent secretary's office (Smithsonian Institution Building, Washington, D. C.) as soon as possible. A second copy of each paper should be sent to Science Service (21st and B Sta., Washington, D. C.) and a third copy to the society or section secretary in whose program the paper is to be presented.

When purchasing the railway ticket to Nashville each purchaser should secure from the railway ticket agent a certificate for the meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and Associated Societies. See the section on Railway Transportation, this issue of SCIENCE.

Life members of the association and annual members who have paid their dues for the current year should bring with them to Nashville their blue membership cards, which identify them as in good standing for the association year 1927–28.